Abstract: There are a number of challenging factors that influence the performance of the industrial servo systems. One of these factors is the inertia mismatch between the motor and the load. Another problem is the variable-inertia load. This paper applies a robust control tool called µ-synthesis to design a controller which deals with the uncertainty of the inertia in the load. Different practical experiments are presented to investigate the effect of some parameters in the synthesis process on the performance of the synthesized controller. Also simulations are included to introduce different values of inertia mismatch and study the effect of increasing inertia mismatch on the servo system performance. It has been found the robust controller can deal with variable parameter control problem with adequate weighting functions. Also the increased inertia mismatch has been found to slow the servo system down and demand higher control action.
Introduction
The machine tool servo system has been developed over the last years so rapidly to enhance the performance of the system. Enhancement includes higher accuracy demand on the dimensions of the final product. One of the factors that influence this performance is the inertia mismatch between the motor and the load. The industrial servo motor manufacturers have a rule of thumb to keep the inertia mismatch in the range from one to ten. It's desirable to make the motor inertia low to get more torque to inertia ratio and hence faster response. On the other side, reducing the motor inertia for a given load induces higher inertia mismatch between load and motor. One of the other problems that face the servo system industry is variable-inertia load. It's very common in servo applications like loading-unloading or connecting a variable inertia mechanism to the servo motor. To handle this case, robust control techniques are the most suitable, especially if the variation of the inertia is not a function of time or not periodic over a cycle. If the variation of the inertia is deterministic, then nonlinear control theory can be used. In this paper, focus is set on applying a robust control tool, µ -synthesis to handle the problem of mismatched, variable inertia load connected to servo motor. 
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Fig. 1 Equivalent electric circuits of PMSM (redrawn from [2])
Flux Linkages are given by:
Where , Substituting the flux linkages, Equations (3) and (4) into the voltage Equations (1) and (2) yields:
The developed electric torque ( e T ) is given by:
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p is the number of rotor pole pairs. On a smooth air gap PMSM, L d =L q [3] In field Orientation Control, the set point of d-component of the current is to be zero, thus the electromagnetic torque T e is dependent on i q and proportional to it. The torque equation is then reduced to the form [3] : 
Where m  is the mechanical speed of the rotor and l T is the load torque. The relation between ω r and ω m is given by [4] :
The load is a four bar mechanism modeled as an uncertain atom J, of nominal value J nominal , and uncertainty percentage. This can be defined on MATLAB as follows [5] :
Design of Proposed Controller by µ-Synthesis:
The classical control scheme used in industrial servo systems is a cascaded control loop. It consists of inner current loop, speed loop and position loop as shown in Fig. 2 . To introduce a robust controller, this control loop is broken to insert the desired controller in the speed loop as shown in Fig. 3 . Now the proposed controller can be speed controller or both speed and position controllers cascaded. 
Fig. 3 Proposed Control Scheme
The µ-synthesis framework requires reformulating the plant to be MIMO (Multi-Input, MultiOutput) system as shown in Fig. 4 . This configuration implies weighting the inputs and outputs to be normalized. The blocks of 6 and 60/(3000*2π) are used to weight the set point current and motor speed respectively. More weighting functions are added to define the performance indices to be minimized. W u and W S penalize the control action and the tracking error respectively.
Fig. 4 µ-synthesis Framework of the servo system
To define this plant on MATLAB, it needs to be on the form of system matrix which is an augmentation of the state space matrices into one partitioned matrix [6] as shown in Fig. 5 . The signal w is the reference and/or disturbance inputs, z is the penalized performance indices, u is the control action, and y is the feedback measurement. This is done on MATLAB by one of the two commands (from robust control toolbox) [5] : Fig. 6 . It means that the tracking error magnitude should be kept under a low level at low frequencies. This bound is released at higher frequencies. The necessary and sufficient condition for a successful controller is that the maximum singular value of the closed loop is less than one [7] :
MATLAB introduces the function, dksyn, which computes the μ-synthesis controller based on DK-iteration.
Simulation of the Controllers
In the simulation process three different values of inertia mismatch have been studied. Each of them has been set as an uncertain parameter as shown in Table 1 . J mot is the motor inertia which is 0.85×10 -4 kg.m 2 . The controllers are built on the speed loop to control the speed of the motor. 
The controller produced is inserted into the SIMULINK model shown in Fig. 7 as a state space block. The sine wave block is used to simulate the inertias J2 and J3 while the "Inertia Synthesizer" block is to simulate the four bar mechanism inertia J1. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 2 . Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The speed set point is 0.5 which is normalized, i.e. it corresponds to half the nominal speed of the motor which is 3000 rpm. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding control effort from the controllers. 
Practical Implementation of Proposed Controller
The same control laws were applied on the test rig. The controller was built on SIMULINK and then downloaded to DS1104 R&D controller board. The board is connected to the inverter via analog lines to read the speed of the motor and to write the set point current. The board executes the control law in real time with sampling time set to 100µs. The four bar mechanism has inertia given by J1 in Table 1 . The controller has been generated as illustrated before, but additional steps have been added. The controller is given in continuous-time, so it needs to be transferred to discrete-time with the sampling time of the controller board. Different values of weighting function W S have been applied to find out the effect of changing the weighting function on the controller performance. Table 3 summarizes these experiments. The SIMULINK model used for control is shown in Fig. 11 . The real time data has been captured by Control Desk software from dSPACE. The experimental system setup is shown in Fig. 12 . 
Results and Discussion
The response and control action of experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. The tracking of the reference set point is poor since the cross over frequency ω 0 is low. To achieve better tracking, ω 0 has been increased to 50. The response and control action are shown in Fig.  15 and Fig. 16 . The weighting function in this experiment is the same as the one used in simulation. Comparing the practical experiment 2 results with simulation of inertia J1 (Fig. 8 and Fig. 10) shows that the response and control effort of the practical experiment resemble that of the simulation. Some oscillations exist in the practical system while it doesn't appear in the simulation. One of the reasons could be the noise on the analog lines due to the high frequency switching job of the inverter. A filter has been set on the line of the actual speed read from the inverter as shown in Fig. 11 . But it couldn't be done on the inverter side to filter out the analog signal of the current set point.
Fig. 12 System Integration
Increasing ω 0 to 100 makes the response more oscillatory as shown in Fig. 17 . Fig. 18 shows that control action is oscillatory too. Thus increasing ω 0 improves the performance and pushing it more forwards makes the response worse than before. In the simulations, it's obvious that increasing the inertia mismatch led to longer rising time which means the system response becomes slower. Also the control action increases as the inertia mismatch increases which is logic. The response in both simulations and practical experiment seems to be periodic after the transient region in the beginning. This is due to the cyclic variation of the attached load over one revolution. Consequently, the control action is periodic.
Conclusions
From the previous analysis, it can e concluded that:
1. Robust control can present a good control law for variable inertia load which maintains stability and achieves good performance. 2. The tuning process of the robust control is dependent on the talent of selecting the weighting function that produces better performance. However there is no guarantee that the selected weighting function is the optimal one. 3. Increased inertia mismatch makes the system response slower and demands large control actions which may be not feasible. 
